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Computer hacking tricks in urdu pdf
Requirements - Skype - Can be downloaded here CMD - Every computer has CMD (Start qgt; all programs of the zgt; accessories of the Command Prompt) Step 1. Step 2. Add the sacrifice you want to IP Grab. Step 3. Once you add a victim make sure your Skype is as shown in the picture. If it's just like qgt; just click
on it and it will come as it's a step 4. Double-click the victim you want IP Grab. Step 5. Go to the all-program's accessory of the right-click Team Query (CMD) - Run as an Administrator. Step 6. Close unwanted apps that are open, such as other open Skype friends. Leave open the sacrifice you want IP Grab. Step 7. In
CMD (Command Prompt) Type netstat -nbt (no quotes) Step 8. A whole bunch of things have to come up. Find Skype.exe Step 9. Now there will be more than one Skype.exe, so you have to close the unwanted Skype tabs. Now there should be 4 No more IP.s. Step 10. All you have to do now is track makes 4 (even
smaller) IP and one will happen to be the one you are looking for. Hope this tutorial is useful, Thank you to be appreciated ..! Salam for all the friends today I'm going to show off how to hack into the computer of friends using Cybergate !!! 1) Download cybergate software 2)Install Cybergate.3) After installingDefault
password: cybergate ion it will ask you for a password. Default Password: cybergate 4) After you put the password, click on Login.You will receive a messageCyberGate Station is now unlocked and fully functional.5)After that Click on the control center No zgt;Start It will ask you for port numbers. You can assign any port
number from 0 to 65535.But remember, don't assign known ports like 80.21 etc. 6) Once you have to assign a port number, go to the control center of the zgt;Builder's Create server 7) N0w Click to add :p after that you will need to add your IP address with the port number you have to add earlier. For example:
192.168.1.1:999 Compare you to the IP address go to Run'gt'gt;zgt;zgt;ipconfig How it is 8) After you have added an IP address and a port number go to the Tab installation. Here you get another option. where you want to infect your trojan in your computer friends.' The game: Choose the registry option as well. Always
select random keys for active tuning and Mutex. Click on: Basically choose the default browser.9)Now go to the Tab message: 10)Now go to Keylogger Tab: 11)Now directly create a server: Click to create a server and save you file .. After that just give this file to a friend and when he clicks on that file you will get access
to his system. You can download his files on End.If a man has a webcam you can access to it. Here you have complete control over its System.Hope U Like It Note: You will maintain access until you have the same IP to assign to your computer. If u person any problem just comment below below Free Adsence account
in 1 hour 100% Genuine trick method first create a Gmail account only and log in. Then go to youtube.com and it automatically log in through your Gmail account. Then go to YouTube settings and click on the monetization settings. by going into the channel settings and then click on the inclusion monetization then it
goes to a new page that shows in blue enable monetization and the pop option will show then a tick mark on the entire box then next and click on Got It Next again, go to youTube installation and then review the monetization setup. Then see the last 2 questions as I will pay then click on this question and click on the
associated AdSense account then open the next page and click on the next or change, and then it redirect to log into the page and choose yes to continue the Google sign in or you can choose a different Google log in. (Please place the correct postcode and your home is not at the 1st address If you don't have a home,
then put the fake you change after approval) Then apply and wait 1 hour and see if your AdSense account is approved. Google Adsense Making Money Tips on Urdu and Hindi Video Tutorial Click to see... This tutorial What happens everything! In this tutorial we will show you 5 pretty cool computer hacking tricks. Now I
just want to write a waiver before we start. What we want to show you should not be used on anyone! This article is strictly for educational purposes only. You may ask yourself about why we show some tricks of computer hacking. The answer is simple. We want you to be able to have a reverse engineering mentality. It
means it's. Knowing how to hack will also teach you how to prevent your information from being hacked. There are many resources out there including many classes that can teach you all about cyber defense. However, if you don't understand how hackers steal your information and wreak havoc on your computer, then
you will most likely succumb to getting your stuff stolen online. So let's start, shall we!: 1. Social Engineering What is Social Engineering you might ask? This doesn't just apply to technology and use it for computer hacking tricks. Social engineering is a method in using technology, psychology and manipulation to squeeze
information out of someone. A prime example of a former criminal who used social engineering was Kevin Mitnick. He is currently a cybersecurity consultant paid big money by the FBI. The point of me referring to it is that he used phishing techniques by calling corporations and people on the phone to get information
from them. He pretended to be someone he wasn't. Using Social engineer Kevin Mitnick was able to steal passwords, Social Security numbers and credit card information Phone. From there, he used this information to hack into victims of private computers, as well as other types of safeguards that protect personal data.
There is a pretty cool online tool that can generate all kinds of fake information. The information you receive will give you a whole new identity, including a fake address, Social Security number and a fictitious credit card number. If you want to create a new identity for social engineering, just click on the anchor text that I
just connected with. 2. Email Spoofing If you don't know what spear phishing is, and haven't read our email spoofing article, check it out. This will set the tone and give you basic knowledge of what it is. To paraphrase on this topic a bit, email spoofing is basically a cloning email address that already exists. It could even
be someone you already know. You send this fake email to the victim to carry out the so-called spear phishing attack. These attacks try to squeeze important information out of someone, and can be a form of social engineering. So, how do you create a fake email address and use a spear phishing attack to steal
information? Were glad you asked! There are tons of free software out there available for download. You can even use online tools that don't require any download to create a fake email address. One online tool that you can use is called send by email. You can use this free online tool to clone an email address that
already exists. You can use this cloned letter as a gag to prank someone you may know. However, this tool can be used to steal information. I hope you now know how hackers create fake emails to try to take important data that is not theirs. 3. Command Line Windows command tip. Learn, live, breathe! If you can master
the command hint in the windows, then you not only know how to generate computer hacking tricks, but you'll understand more deeply how computers actually work. You also really know how hackers gain access in limited areas of your computer and/or network. The command line is a very useful tool. If you ever get hit
hard by an unpleasant computer virus, a command line is capable of shutting down all the programs on your computer. You can then work manually to get rid of the virus that infects your computer. However, it takes time to master. If you're ordered to open a command line, just go to the Windows launch menu. Out letters
cmd. Once you see the command line program, just click on it and open it. So I'm not going to reinvent the wheel by adding screenshots or my own self-made video on how to open a command line. Here I refer to a short video on how to open the command hint. It works very similar to any Windows computer. So do you
have you XP, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10, or whatever, this will work on any of the Windows operating systems. Hopefully this article will help you be more interested in learning how to use the Windows command line tool because it is extraordinary and I mean very valuable to know! 4. Ping Command So in this
computer hacking tutorial tricks, I wouldn't feel good if I didn't even show you one cool trick with a command string. Now that you know how to open a command line hint, enter these characters for sure, ping google.com. The ping team will call The Google website, and Google will be talking back to your computer. If you
notice that after pinging Google you will see what says the packages are sent and the packages are received. This means it; packages like little packages of information about internet traffic comes from computer to computer, or network to network. This is basically all important information about your internet traffic.
Packages are what computers use to send and receive information, and this information in packages tells the network where to send traffic conversations. Hackers can use package analyzers to cause serious damage to your computer or network. This is why the ping team can be useful for hacking and or using cyber
defense. 5. Brute Force Attack Brute Force attack is the perfect representation of the word when it comes to computer hacking tricks. This type of hacking method uses a computer program that can crack online passwords and usernames on websites. Is there a need to explain more? A simplistic explanation of how a
brute force attack works is this. The program goes through millions of words per second that are dictionary words in order to guess the phrases and letters of the password that you use on the Internet. He deciphered each letter and finally the words to find out what your username or password is. If you are interested in
experimenting with this type of tool then you can download brute force attack software. If you decide to download this, I strongly recommend not to go and crack passwords to websites that are not yours! If you hit the hacking of passwords and usernames on websites, you may be charged with a felony. Hacking
passwords is no different, then hacking someone home, so tread very carefully using this tool. Remember that you may be charged with violating and entering a criminal case, so don't do it! We hope you liked our computer hacking tutorial tricks. Cyberdefense always wanted to know what hacks you know and would like
to share. Please leave the comments below and share your cybersecurity knowledge. It's valuable to everyone! All! computer hacking tricks
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